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The Seder Plate and Kabbalah 
 
 
 
 

  

Beitza (Egg) – Gevurah (strength) Zeroah (shankbone) – Chessed (kindness) 

Maror (bitter herb) – Tiferes (balance/mercy) 

Charoses – Netzach (victory) 

Karpas – Hod (giving thanks) 

Chazeres (2nd bitter herb) – Yesod (foundation/bonding) 

Ke’oro (seder plate) – Malchus (royalty) 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.celebratemessiah.com.au/store/components/com_virtuemart/shop_image/product/Seder_Plate_4af1e88a492e8.jpg&imgrefurl=http://hospseg.com.br/seder-plate&page=3&usg=__hbb4jY97IqoH_wajswWfvYik07c=&h=300&w=300&sz=31&hl=en&start=19&zoom=1&tbnid=IWZh3wo8AfxKeM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=116&ei=ysiLTeKaApSyhAe1gPGfCw&prev=/images?q=seder+plate+template&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rlz=1T4ADSA_enGB341GB343&biw=1259&bih=573&tbs=isch:1&um=1&itbs=1
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ב''ה

With praise and thanks to HaKodosh Boruch Hu 
 

 למהדורה שניההקדמה 
 

The insights in this modest booklet are culled from a variety of sources, 
although primarily the sefer Toras HaLevi’im of the Bostoner Rebbe ztvk’’l and, 
lehavdil bein chayim lechayim, the shiurim of Rav Mordechai Greenfeld shlit’’a, 
Rav of Vizhnitz, Antwerp.  The first edition was, boruch Hashem, well received 
and it has been possible to add some new material for this second edition. 
 
Following a pre-Pesach shiur in the Yeshurun Shul, Edgware, some years ago, 
it became clear that, although the Jewish book market is saturated with 
Haggodoh titles, there was general demand for a practical, compact Seder 
companion with interesting and informative insights.  Of course, what is 
presented here is no more than a limited and fairly superficial treatment of the 
Haggodoh, but it is hoped that it may, despite its inadequacies, contribute to 
the enhancement of other people’s sedorim, even to a very small extent.   It goes 
without saying that one should still aim to spend time in the weeks preceding 
Pesach revising all the intricate halochos that are applicable and, where possible, 
garnering additional insights on the Haggodoh from other texts. 
 
In accord with the possuk of ki yisholcho bincho (when your son shall ask you) 
and the dicta of many poskim, wherever possible the insights are presented in 
the form of sha’alo uteshuvo (question and answer). 
 
 

I should like to express renewed hakoras hatov to Stewart Sinclair of Exco 
Printers for his tremendous help and patience in producing this second edition. 

Through our efforts to fulfil the mitzvos of Seder night in the best way possible, 
may we all be zoche (merit) to reach the madreigo of chasal siddur pesach kehilchoso, 
kechol mishpoto vechukoso (the highest level of performance of all the intricacies 
of the Seder) so that the words of the Gemoro [Rosh Hashono 11b] can be fulfilled 
– benissan nigalu uvenissan assidin ligo’el – in Nissan we were redeemed and in 
Nissan will we be redeemed again with the coming of the go’el tzeddek bimheiro 
beyomeinu. 

ms 
 

Chodesh Adar Sheini 5776 
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THE SEDER NIGHT 
 
The Seder night is a unique moment in the Jewish calendar for many reasons.  Most 
positive mitzvos in the Torah are performed during the day, such as the Arba Minim or 
the Shofar, with some being performed both by day and at night, such as Succah.  It is 
almost unheard-of to have a mitzvah that is only performed at night.  Yet, on Seder 
night most of the main mitzvos are indeed restricted in time to night-time performance. 
 
Seder night also has a special characteristic of leil shimurim, a night of enhanced divine 
protection for the Jewish People.   On this night, we have nothing to fear from our 
enemies, whether spiritual (the yetzer horo or tumoh (spiritual defilement)) or physical.  
Further, the Vilna Gaon and the Shelo Hakodosh both ascribe a very special status to 
the night of the Seder.  In Jewish thought, night-time is generally considered to be a 
period of spiritual choshech (darkness), a time when tumoh, spiritual impurity, and the 
yetzer horo, the evil inclination, have the upper hand.  Yet Seder night is described as 
leilo kayom yo’ir, illuminated with the spiritual attributes of daytime.  This imbues Seder 
night with a tremendous degree of spirituality and holiness – if we can only feel it and 
focus on it during the Seder, we have the capacity to attain a high spiritual madreigo 
(level).  One of the reasons why there is a custom to wear a kittel at the Seder is that, just 
as on Yom Kippur the Kohen Godol achieved lofty spiritual heights whilst ministering 
in his special white garments in the Kodesh Kodoshim (Holy of Holies), we have the 
potential on the holy night of Pesach to reach the most elevated levels of sanctity and 
closeness to Hashem.  The challenge for us is to make the most of this opportunity and 
then to carry over the experience into the days, weeks and months that follow. 
 

YETZIAS MITZRAYIM 
 
We always translate this phrase as the Exodus from Egypt, but this is not 
grammatically correct.  The Satmar Rebbe, the Divrei Yoel ztvk’’l, points out that the 
phrase actually means the going out of Egypt and it is intended to represent the need 
for us to expunge the depravity and tumoh (uncleanliness) of Egypt from ourselves, in 
order to enter the Yomtov of Pesach in purity. 
 

MITZVOS OF THE SEDER 
 
As is well known, there are five primary mitzvos that we fulfil on Seder night: 
 
Mid’oreiso (Biblical)   Mid’rabonon (Rabbinical) 
Telling the story of the Exodus (Sippur) Four cups of wine 
Eating Matzo    Eating Maror (in post-Temple times) 

Reciting Hallel 
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However, the Meforshim (commentators) explain that Seder night is unrivalled by any 
other point in the Jewish calendar, since a person who is fully involved in the Seder has 
the opportunity to fulfil a total of sixty-four mitzvos. 
 

MINHOGIM (CUSTOMS) 
 
Similarly, Seder night is possibly the occasion in the Jewish calendar when the 
importance of minhogim is at its most prominent.  This is reflected not only in the more 
universal customs, such as removing a small amount of wine from the becher/glass at 
the mention of each of the plagues, but also in the hereditary family customs that 
permeate the evening, such as which ho’adomoh item to use for Karpas. 
 
The story is told of a chossid who came early on Erev Pesach to visit his Rebbe and to 
present him with a magnificent bunch of carrots to be used for Karpas.  When the 
chossid had departed, the Rebbe ordered the carrots to be burned with the chometz.  
Though surprised at this reaction, the chassidim nonetheless complied.  After Pesach 
had concluded, the owner of the carrots returned, now thoroughly distraught, and 
insisted on seeing the Rebbe.  When he was admitted to the Rebbe’s presence, he 
explained that he was wracked with guilt as his maid had explained that the carrots 
had turned out to be far superior than the usual crop, because she had watered them 
with beer, making them chometz.  The Rebbe reassured the chossid that he need not 
worry, as the carrots had been burnt with the chometz on Erev Pesach.  
 
The chassidim who were present now understood why they had been told to burn the 
carrots, but wondered out loud how the Rebbe knew that they were chometz.  The 
Rebbe explained that he had not known at all, but it had never been his custom to use 
carrots for Karpas, and one should not deviate from one’s family custom.  
 
Such is the importance of a minhag. 
[This ma’aseh (story) is brought to illustrate the importance of minhogim, not as a d’var halocho 
(confirming the chometz status of the carrots).] 

 

SIMONIM 
 
Why do many have the custom to recite the whole list of simonim (the names of the 
fifteen stages) at the beginning of the Seder?  
 
There is a universal custom to announce the name of each stage of the Seder (Kadesh 
before Kiddush, Urchatz before washing the hands etc.) just before starting the relevant 
section.  However, many also have the custom to say, or more often sing, the full set of 
simonim three times before the start of the Seder.   The reason for this is that the ultimate 
purpose that we must bear in mind during the Seder is that our service throughout the 
night should be fitting and acceptable to Hashem, as embodied in the Nirtzoh section.  
By mentioning all of the simonim at the start, we will be better able to focus on properly 
fulfilling all the mitzvos of the night. 
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FOUR CUPS OF WINE 
 
Why do we have a mitzvah to drink four cups of wine at the Seder? 
 
It is well known that the four cups of wine were established by the Rabbis to 
correspond to the four expressions of redemption in the Torah – vehotzaisi, vehitzalti, 
vego’alti and velokachti.  [The fifth expression – vehaivaisi – relates to the time of 
Moshiach and is represented by the Kos shel Eliyohu (Elijah’s cup).]   
 
There are, however, many additional opinions offered for the requirement of four 
cups.  The Vilna Gaon, for example, points out that there are four categories of people 
who must bensch gomel – say a special tefiloh to praise Hashem for keeping them safe.  
The Gaon explains that the events of the exodus triggered all the four categories for 
each of Bnei Yisroel.  These are someone who travels across the sea (Bnei Yisroel 
traversed the Yam Suf), someone who negotiates their way through the desert, 
someone who is released from captivity and someone who recovers from a serious 
illness.  On this last category, the Gaon points out that at the time of Matan Torah at Har 
Sinai, anyone with an illness was healed.  The four cups are thus symbolic of our 
fourfold obligation to praise Hashem.  
 
The question remains, however.  Why did the Rabbis insist on our using wine?  Why 
did they not choose four apples or four food items that might be easier on the stomach 
than wine, which some people find very difficult to drink in the quantities required for 
the mitzvah? 
 
An obvious answer is that wine has a chashivus – a highly regarded status – and is 
often associated with the performance of mitzvos, for example Kiddush, Havdoloh, at a 
Chuppah etc.  Since each of the four cups is a separate mitzvah in its own right, as well 
as being associated with four mitzvos at the Seder (Kiddush, Haggodoh, Bensching and 
Hallel), it is not surprising that the Rabbis should have chosen wine for this purpose 
aswell. 
 
There is, of course, a deeper meaning in the choice of wine.  Each of the four 
expressions of redemption is intended to depict an incremental stage in the exodus 
from Egypt, rather than simply four different ways of expressing the same idea.  
Similarly, the effect on the individual of drinking each subsequent cup of wine is 
increased due to the consumption of the earlier cups, leading to a growing feeling of 
satisfaction that is more representative of the concept of cheirus (freedom). 
 
There is another, even more profound reason for the choice of four cups, and thus the 
need for a liquid rather than non-liquid food item.  The Gemoro in Maseches Yumo [77a] 
informs us that mido tovo merubo mimidas puroniyus arbah pe’omim (the quality of 
goodness is four times the quality of punishment).  The Meforshim explain that a cup 
was involved at the very beginning of our forefather Yaakov’s descent to Egypt – golus 
mitzrayim (the Egyptian exile) – when Yosef placed his silver goblet in the sack 
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belonging to his brother, Binyomin.  Since one cup was involved at the beginning of 
the golus, it is only right that, consonant with the Gemoro’s principle, four cups should 
be involved at the point of redemption, when Hashem’s mido tovo came to the fore.  

 

KADESH URCHATZ 
 
Of all the simonim only the first two have a connective-vov between them.  Even motzee 
matzo which refers to the two brochos over the matzo has no connective-vov.  Why is 
this?  And, furthermore, it would seem that these two simonim are in the wrong order.  
Before a person can make himself holy (kadesh), one would expect there to be a need for 
him first to cleanse himself (urchatz). 
 
The meforshim explain that the answer to these two questions is the same.  On this 
special night of Seder, Hashem invites us to jump straight into the available kedusho and 
not to allow ourselves to feel weighed down by any aveiros (sins) with which we may 
be burdened.  Of course, we must work on ourselves and our adherence to the Torah, 
but that can come later.  In this way, we would be doing no more than emulating the 
example of our ancestors in Mitzrayim.  They are described as being at the forty-ninth 
level of tumoh (spiritual degredation) and yet they jumped at the opportunity of 
redemption from Egypt, despite their spiritual baggage.  Thereafter, they cleansed and 
elevated themselves until they had reached the fiftieth level of taharoh (ritual purity), 
when they merited to receive the Torah at Har Sinai. 
 
A further insight suggests that Kadesh Urchatz together represent two facets of our 
religious lives.  Kadesh represents our relationship with Hashem – bein odom laMokom – 
and the need to make ourselves holy before Him.  Urchatz represents our relationship 
with our fellow man – bein odom le’chaveiro – and the necessity to cleanse ourselves 
from any trace of interpersonal aveiros, such as loshon horo, rechilus (tale-bearing).  
These two concepts are recorded in this order to indicate that by rectifying our 
connection with Hashem, we will have heavenly assistance to improve our relations 
with others. 
 

URCHATZ 
 
Why do we wash our hands twice during the Seder?   
 
One explanation is that the first washing is allied to kadesh and the concept of washing 
off the avdus (servitude) as a primary stage.  We then proceed through the subsequent 
stages of karpas, yachatz and maggid which all relate to avdus (servitude).  Thereafter, we 
wash again as we fully divest ourselves of avdus and begin embracing malchus (the 
sovereignty of Hashem).  However, at this transitional stage, it is still necessary for us 
to remember the avdus in order to appreciate fully the malchus, so we engage in those 
stages that combine these concepts, such as motzi matzah, moror and korech.  Only then 
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can we fully embrace pure malchus during the stage of tzofun, leading us to express our 
sincere appreciation of Hashem during beireich and hallel. 
 

KARPAS 
 
What is the symbolism of Karpas?   
 
There are many concepts in the Haggodoh, which have a dual symbolism of both avdus 
(servitude) and cheirus (freedom).  The karpas is one such item.  The name karpas is 
explained to stand for samech porech, an allusion to the hard labour imposed on the six 
hundred thousand Jewish men who were enslaved in Egypt.  Conversely, the whole 
notion of dipping the karpas before eating it is reminiscent of behaviour at a royal 
banquet and depicts the conduct of free men – since slaves have no time to engage in 
the leisurely dipping of their canapés.  The matzo too engages this dichotomy.  On the 
one hand the matzo is lechem oni – poor man’s bread – and on the other it reminds us of 
how there was no time for the dough to rise, before Bnei Yisroel had to collect their 
belongings and march triumphantly out of Egypt. 
 

YACHATZ 
 
Why do we break the middle matzo?   
 
There are many explanations.  One is that as it is lechem oni – poor man’s bread – we act 
as a poor man would do.  Not knowing from where he will get his next meal, he breaks 
off a portion of the available matzo and squirrels away the larger part for another time.  
Also, given the need to eat matzo for the Afikoman, representative of the korban Pesach, 
it is fitting to reserve some of the choicest matzo selected for the main Seder service for 
this purpose. 
 
A further insight is brought by the Bostoner Rebbe ztvk’’l, who points out that the 
number four predominates throughout the Seder – the four cups, the four sons etc. – 
corresponding to the four expressions of redemption.  So too when the middle matzo is 
broken, there are then four pieces to connect with the redemption.  
 

MAGGID 
 
Why do we not make a brocho on the mitzvah of Sippur Yetzias Mizrayim (reading the 
Haggodoh)?  It is, after all, a biblical command.   
 
One explanation is that at the time that we are fulfilling the mitzvah, Hashem himself is 
also, so to speak, sitting and recounting the going out from Egypt.  In those 
circumstances, it would not be proper for us to say asher kideshonu bemitzvosov (who has 
sanctified us with His commandments). 
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There is a beautiful explanation brought in the name of the Chasam Sofer.  He bases 
this explanation on the fundamental concept in the Haggodoh that chayov odom liros es 
atzmo ke’illu hu yotzo mimitzrayim - each of us is duty bound to consider ourselves as if 
we are personally being redeemed from Egypt on the Seder night.  He brings an 
analogy with a convert to Judaism, who must undergo teviloh (ritual immersion in a 
mikvah).  The convert is required to make a brocho and we have a rule of oiver 
la’asiyoson – the brocho must precede the action to which it relates.  This would mean 
that the convert should make the brocho before immersing in the water.  Yet he cannot 
do this because at that point he is not yet Jewish and, therefore, is unable to make 
brochos.  In this case, the convert makes the brocho at the earliest opportunity, which is 
immediately after immersion in the mikvah.  The Chasam Sofer compares this situation 
to our own at the Seder.  When we begin the section of the Haggodoh dealing with the 
story of the Exodus, we are maschil big’nuss – we begin by recalling how we were 
originally idol-worshippers and then became enslaved to Paroh.  It is not fitting for us 
to make a brocho at the point when we are still slaves and have not yet been 
transformed into the Jewish people.  Only when we have reached the point at the end 
of the Maggid section, where we sing betzeis Yisroel mimitzrayim (when Israel went out 
from Egypt) have we then become the Jewish nation and are we thus able to make a 
brocho – and that is exactly what we do with the brocho of asher ge’olonu, which 
introduces the drinking of the second cup of wine. 
 

VEHIGADETO 
 
Why do we have a Haggodoh on Pesach, but no equivalent on Succos?  And why is  
there such an emphasis on telling over the Pesach story to our children?   
 
Since our subjugation in Mitzrayim was so oppressive, it is human nature that we 
might be reluctant to discuss such experiences as the memories can be too painful.  We 
need only think of the effect of their experiences on some survivors of the Holocaust to 
appreciate this hypothesis at work.  So the Torah specifically commands us to discuss 
the whole Egyptian episode in great detail so as to pass on our ancient traditions to the 
next generation.  This obligation of transferring our mesoroh (tradition) also features on 
Erev Pesach at the Fast of the Firstborn.  The custom is to conclude a section of learning 
and to make a siyum.  In the hadran, the special text that is read out, following the 
completion of the learning of a masechte of Gemoro, there is mention of Rav Poppa and 
his sons.  The letters of this unusual name, Poppa, signify peh el peh, the tradition of 
passing on the oral law only by word of mouth from father to son, from teacher to 
student, which stretches back to the time of Moshe on Har Sinai.  It is, therefore, very 
fitting that we should make a siyum on Erev Pesach to emphasise the importance of 
vehigadeto levincho – you shall tell over the story to your children – as a forerunner for 
this requirements at the Seder. 
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HO LACHMO ANYO 
 

Why do we say kol dichfin yaysay veyaychol (all who are hungry, let them come and eat) 
at this point?   
 
One explanation is that this is in fact a formal invitation to the se’udoh (festive meal) 
that we will have later on in the evening.  The intention of the author of the Haggodoh 
is that, whilst being immersed in fulfilling all the specific mitzvos of the night, we must 
not forget the mitzvah of simchas yomtov (joy of the festival), which all those at the table 
will fulfil through having a beautiful se’udoh. 
 
Rav Elyashiv offers a different elucidation on the function of ho lachmo anyo in the 
Haggodoh.  He points out that the central purpose of the Seder is for parents to teach 
their children about yetzias mitzrayim.  The paragraph of ho lachmo anyo is addressed to 
our children, who need to understand that Pesach is all about freedom and our 
becoming an exalted nation.  An intrinsic part of that exalted status involves our innate 
feelings of care and compassion towards our fellow Jews, which was perfected through 
our experience of slavery in Egypt.  We were once like beggars in the land of Paroh, 
but then Hashem redeemed us with the intention that we would become, as the 
paragraph concludes, bnei chorin, free and upstanding citizens.  This is the essence of 
Pesach, as a preparation for our receiving the Torah and embracing its manifold 
interpersonal mitzvos with the same enthusiasm and desire as those directly between 
ourselves and Hashem. 
  

HOSHATO HOCHO 
 
Surely it is obvious that hoshato hocho (this year we are here)?   
 
The key lies, in fact, in the second part of the sentence – leshono habo’o b’aroh de’Yisroel 
(next year we will be in the land of Israel).  Whilst we can always appreciate the 
difficulties that we go through in life, we also have to believe that Hashem’s salvation 
is a fact and will happen.  The Bostoner Rebbe ztvk’’l learns this out from the halocho in 
Shulchan Oruch of mishenichnas Adar marbim besimcho (when the month of Adar begins 
we increase our joy).  However, when Adar begins it is still a time of great troubles for 
the Jewish people (based on the chronology in the megillah).  It would make more sense 
to say misheyaitzai Adar – we should increase our joy when Adar ends, once the 
salvation has already occurred.  Yet that would not be the correct approach because as 
soon as we experience tza’ar (troubles), we have to recognise and believe in the divine 
salvation that will inevitably follow.  Such bitachon (trust) in Hashem then itself 
contributes to hastening the arrival of the required salvation. 

 
VEKAN HABEN SHO’EL 

 
Many Haggodohs have this phrase (meaning, ‘and now the son asks’) printed 
immediately before ma nishtano.  Why is this so? 
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Boruch Hashem, we are privileged to sit at the Seder, surrounded by our whole family, 
especially children at the table of their parents.  This is a much less common 
phenomenon in the non-Jewish world and is a brocho that we must cherish.  Also, just 
as our children give us great pleasure by asking the four questions, Hashem rejoices in 
us, His children, as we surround ourselves with His mitzvos in an atmosphere of achdus 
(unity). 
 

AVODIM HOYINU 
 
There is a machlokes (difference of opinion) between Rav and Shmuel as to the 
interpretation of the Gemoro’s statement that maschil big’nuss umsayem be’shvach (we 
begin the Haggodoh story with the less wholesome features of our history, but we end 
with the more praiseworthy aspects).  One holds that this rule is referring to mitchilo 
ovdei avodoh zoroh hoyu avoseinu (originally our forefathers were idol worshippers) 
followed by kervonu haMokom lavodoso (Hashem brought us close to Him in His 
service), whilst the other holds that it refers to avodim hoyinu (we were slaves to Paroh) 
followed by vayotzi’enu (Hashem brought us out).  In fact, both interpretations are 
needed as the author of Haggodoh wants to emphasise the dual spiritual and material 
aspects of our degradation with their corresponding spiritual and physical 
redemptions. 
 

VE’AFILU KULONU CHACHOMIM 
 
Why would one think that the chachomim, the wise ones, and kulonu yodim es haTorah, 
all those who are well-versed in the Torah, would not be included in the 
commandment to retell the story of the Exodus?  
 
The reason one might contemplate this is that the tzaddikim, our righteous ancestors, 
would not have reached the lowest level of defilement, the forty-ninth.  Therefore, one 
might have thought that their redemption was less miraculous and more deserved.  
One might also have thought that the Rabbis only needed to teach the story of the 
Exodus to their pupils without internalising the messages of the Haggodoh within 
themselves.  As the story of the assemblage of Rabbis sitting in B’nei Brak 
demonstrates, even without any students present, these great Sages were all immersed 
in the mitzvah of Sippur Yetzias Mitzrayim (recounting the story of the exodus) the 
whole night long.   
 

KENEGED ARBO’OH BONIM 
 
Why does the Haggodoh speak of four sons?   
 
Apart from the quaternaries that permeate the Seder, it is important to note that each 
son receives his own personalised (one might say, differentiated) answer, despite the 
fact that three of them are essentially asking the same question.  This comes to 
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emphasise the well-known major Jewish principle in education - chanoch lana'ar al pi 
darko (educate the child according to his personality).  Learning is most efficacious 
when teaching is carefully tailored to accommodate an individual child's strengths and 
weaknesses. 
 
Why does the Ba’al Haggodoh introduce each of the four sons with the word echod 
(one), rather than the more natural progression of echod, sheini, shelishi etc. (one, a 
second, a third …)? 
 
Rav Menashe Klein ztvk’’l answers that this is to teach us a very important lesson.  
Each Jewish person, whatever type they may be, is infused with a neshomo, a holy 
spark of Hashem.  There are no second-class or third-class citizens in spiritual terms.  
All of these sons have to be treated as appropriate to someone who contains a particle 
of echod, which is a direct reference to Hashem. 
 

Chochom 
Of all the answers we could give the wise son, why do we mention the afikoman?   
 
Apart from the last two cups of wine, nothing else is supposed to be eaten or drunk 
after the afikoman in order that the taste of it (the korban pesach in Temple times and the 
matzo nowadays) should linger in the mouth.  This is a lesson for all of us that the ta’am 
(taste or sense) of fulfilling a mitzvah should linger with us and leave an indelible 
impact on our character, rather than being a fleeting and unenduring experience.   
 

Rosho 

What does it mean when we say lo hoyo nigol (he would not have been redeemed)?   
 
This is a reference to the time before matan Torah (the giving of the Torah) when such a 
wicked person would have been included amongst the eighty per cent of Jews who 
died during the plague of darkness because they did not want to leave Mitzrayim.  
However, after the Torah was given, everyone, no matter how far removed from 
Yiddishkeit, has the ability to rectify his situation through learning Torah and 
observing mitzvos.  We should also pay attention to the fact that even the wicked son is 
still in attendance at the Seder, so there is certainly always hope for his salvation. 
 
The possuk (verse) says li velo lo (for me but not for him), but as we are addressing the 
Rosho surely it should say li velo lecho (for me but not for you)?  From here we learn 
that we should never say directly to someone that they are wicked, but should use a 
loshon nistar (a veiled expression). 
 

Ve’she’eino yode’ah lishol 
Why does the Ba’al Haggodoh employ the phrase ‘AT pesach lo’, utilising the feminine 
form of the verb?   
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The word ‘AT’ is spelt aleph tof, being the first and last letters of the aleph bais.   This is a 
reference to the need to teach such a child the fundamentals, such as the aleph bais, and 
then to educate him in all other matters.  Another interpretation is that the feminine 
form is used deliberately to emphasise the tremendous importance of the role played 
by the mother in educating her children, especially when they are young. 
 

BA’AVUR  ZEH 
 
The possuk states, “On account of zeh – this, Hashem did for me when He brought me 
out of Egypt”.  To what does the zeh, refer?   
 
In fact, the zeh refers to the very mitzvos that we are performing at the Seder.  The Siftsei 
Tzaddik, a commentary on the Zohar, explains that when Hashem was considering 
whether to bring B’nei Yisroel out of Egypt he took into account all of the mitzvos that 
each subsequent generation would fulfil on Seder night, because Hashem will take into 
account ‘future’ mitzvos but does not reckon in ‘future’ aveiros (sins).  Now we can see 
how the requirement of bechol dor vodor chayov odom… (in every generation a person is 
obliged to consider as if he personally is being redeemed from Egypt) fits in, since our 
fulfilment of the mitzvos of Seder each year have already contributed directly to the 
original redemption of our ancestors from Mitzrayim. 
 

MITCHILO 
 
Why do we mention Terach, father of Avrohom, in the Haggodoh?  
 
This is a lesson for us that although Avrohom grew up in an atmosphere steeped in 
avodoh zoroh (idol manufacture and worship), nevertheless he reached the exalted level 
of premier patriarch of the Jewish people.  This should be a source of great strength 
and encouragement to any ba’al teshuvoh (returnee to a Torah life). 
 

VEHI SHE’OMDO 
 
“And it is this, which has stood up for our forefathers and for us”.  To what is the vehi 
referring?   
 
The Abarbanel explains, through gematria, that the letters of the word vehi stand for the 
mishnah (vov = six, which is the number of the sedorim of the mishnah), the chumash (hey 
= five, which is the number of books of the Torah), the aseres hadibros (the Ten 
Commandments/Utterances at Har Sinai, represented by the yud, which equals ten) 
and the aleph, which equals one, is a reference to Hashem.  All these things have come 
together under the control of Hashem to protect us and preserve us throughout the 
millennia. 
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TZEI U’LEMAD 
 
Why does the Haggodoh now bring the pesukim that follow?   
 
In reality, the story of our descent to Mitzrayim, our enslavement and miraculous 
redemption should be set out in full.  However, such a narrative, comprising the whole 
of Parshios Shemos, Vo'eiro and Bo, would take far too long.  The Ba'al Haggodoh 
therefore looked for an alternative route and found the answer in Parshas haBikkurim, 
which encapsulates concisely the necessary chronology of events.  However, on their 
own they might seem a little too pithy and not comply with the earlier dictum of kol 
hamarbeh lesaper beyetzias mitzrayim harei zeh meshuboch (the more one expounds upon 
the detail of the Exodus, the more he is to be praised).  So the Ba’al Haggodoh added 
commentary and explanation to expand upon the succinctness of the pesukim, giving 
much greater room for discussion and elucidation. 
 
In the paragraph of Tzei U’Lemad, why do we appear to downplay the wickedness of 
Paroh and mention our relation, Lovon?   
 
We learn a very important lesson from this paragraph.  Paroh was open about his 
antipathy to our ancestors.  That is a danger that we can recognise and deal with.  
Lovon, on the other hand, appeared superficially to be on reasonably good terms with 
Ya’akov and all his family, although he did try to swindle them.  The pesukim in 
Breishis that describe the episode with Lovon do not disclose any destructive motive 
on his part towards his son-in-law and grandchildren.  Yet the Haggodoh says tzei 
u’lemad – go out and learn – meaning depart from the simple meaning of the pesukim in 
the Torah and learn something else about Lovon.  Lovon is described as oveid – he 
hated Yaakov.  From the use of such a strong term, which is much more serious than 
those used to describe Paroh’s rishus (wickedness), we learn that Lovon wanted to 
destroy us completely through assimilation.  We must always be wary of even our so-
called allies and friends as, otherwise, we can be caught off guard.  It is only Hashem 
in whom we can really put our full faith and trust.    
 

VAYEIRED MITZRAIMO 
 
What is the connection between arami oveid ovi (an Aramean {i.e. Lovon} sought to 
destroy my father {Yaakov}) and vayered mitzreimo (he went down to Egypt)?  
 
The Chasam Sofer brings the Medrash, which says that in the area where Lovon lived 
there was no famine and Yaakov and his family could theoretically have gone there.  
However, since Lovon was oveid ovi, Yaakov was forced to descend to Mitzrayim, with 
all its negative influences and consequences. 
 
An interesting interpretation, beyond the pshat (simple meaning), is brought by Rav 
Shlomo Kluger in the name of the Targum Yonasan.  He writes that oveid and vayered 
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both refer to Lovon – i.e. an Aramean {Lovon} hated my father and he {Lovon} went 
down to Egypt, whereupon he changed his name and became Bilaam – adviser to 
Paroh and later nemesis of Bnei Yisrael.  In support of this he brings a medrash 
recording the killing of Bilaam by Pinchas, in which the latter addresses the former by 
the name of Lovon. 
 

VAYEHI SHOM LE’GOY 
 
How does this phrase – and they became a nation there – teach us that Yisrael were 
distinctive there, as the commentary suggests?   
 
The phrase immediately preceding this already mentioned the word ‘shom’ (there) and 
the Malbim explains that the superfluous repetition of a word focussing on the concept 
of place (in this case, Egypt) indicates an attribute that only has meaning when 
compared with another place.  Representing distinctiveness can only be done in 
respect of one entity relative to another.  We know that our ancestors were distinctive 
by maintaining their Jewish names, their own language and their mode of dress.  No 
halachos (laws) were yet in place to obligate them in any of these things.  They did this 
purely through the power of mesoroh (tradition) handed down from parent to child and 
from teacher to student.  This is in fact a central theme of the whole Seder experience – 
that parents and grandparents have a solemn duty to transmit to their offspring not 
just our holy Torah but also authentic traditions and practices derived from earlier 
generations. 
 

GODOL VE’OTZUM 
 
What exactly does the commentary on this phrase come to teach us about the 
proliferation of the Bnei Yisrael in Mitzrayim?   
 
The commentary is actually a much more detailed account of the reasons for such 
population growth.  The Mechilto and other meforshim explain how each expression 
represents a different facet of miraculous childbirth.  Poru (they were fruitful) means 
that no couple experienced any fertility problems whatsoever – all were able to 
conceive easily.  Vayishretzu (they increased abundantly) signifies that, just like 
shrotzim (swarming animals or insects) pregnancies followed closely one after the 
other, rather than with an interval of months or years in between.  In fact, not only did 
Jewish women fall pregnant again immediately after giving birth but they had 
foreshortened pregnancies, lasting only six months and a day or two.  Vayirbu (they 
multiplied) indicates that everyone had multiple births and Chazal learn out from the 
number of words in this phrase (poru...me’od) that every pregnancy resulted in six 
children (some opinions put the figure much higher).  Vaya’atzmu bim’od me’od (they 
became exceedingly strong) implies that, whilst generally in multiple births, 
particularly premature ones, the babies are often small and weak and require specialist 
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care to survive, the children born to Jewish mothers in Mitzrayim were all, without 
exception, physically well-developed and strong. 
 

VAYE’ANUNU, VAYITNU OLEINU AVODOH KOSHOH 
 
What is the difference between inu’i (affliction) and avodoh koshoh (hard labour)?   
 
The word inu’i denotes causing others to suffer for no aim other than the suffering 
itself.  Conversely, avodoh koshoh refers to persecution with a purpose, in this case to 
achieve an increased yield from the work of the Jewish slaves. 
 

VAYEI’ONCHU ... VAYIZ’AKU 
 
What is the difference between anocho (sighing) and zo’acko (crying)?   
 
The Malbim explains that anocho is really an internal emotion concealed within the 
depths of one’s heart, while zo’acko is the outward expression of that emotion.  Since 
the description of these two emotions is juxtaposed to the report of Paroh’s death, we 
can say that the internal sighing represented the Jews’ deep feelings of desperation at 
the crushing toil imposed on them.  Meanwhile, the Egyptians only heard the external 
manifestation of the emotion through crying and assumed that this was an expression 
of communal grief at the death of their ruler.  Thus, the Bnei Yisrael were able to cry 
out to Hashem without fear of retribution.   
 
The Medrash brings another explanation in that Paroh did not die; he was ‘merely’ 
stricken with leprosy.  The court physicians prescribed twice daily bathing in the blood 
of Jewish infants – the blood of one hundred and fifty babies being needed for each 
bath.  It was this horrendous news that caused Bnei Yisrael to cry out - vayizaku. 
 

VAYAR ES ONEINU 
 
How does the phrase quoted support the commentary, which explains ‘our affliction’ 
to mean the enforced disruption of normal family relations?   
 
The possuk in the commentary also uses the verb vayar (Hashem saw), but it does not 
reveal what He saw.  This reticence in describing the object of Hashem’s vision 
indicates that it must be a matter about which a din (rule) of modesty applies, as no 
explicit indication is given.  Further, the implication is that only Hashem saw and only 
He knew (va’yeida Elokim), clearly suggesting a private matter, as the personal relations 
between a husband and wife would be. 
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VE’ES AMOLEINU 
 
How is it that the Haggodoh sees any illusion to children from a reference to ‘amoleinu’ 
(our toil)?   
 
We find the word omol (toil) associated with what one might call a ‘labour of love’, 
something that one wants to do and is beneficial, such as ‘ameilim baTorah’ (working 
hard to acquire Torah).  The Malbim also points out that omol can equally refer to 
toiling in vain.  The possuk can then be understood to demonstrate that although the 
Bnei Yisrael exerted themselves voluntarily in order to have children, such effort was 
in vain, given that any sons were destined to be thrown into the Nile.  As to the 
daughters, they are included here not to mitigate Paroh’s terrible decree but either: (a) 
in compliance with a rule in the Haggodoh that part of a possuk only should not be 
cited, but rather always the whole possuk; or (b) to emphasise Paroh’s iniquity in that 
the girls were saved merely so that he could exploit them for immoral purposes.  If the 
daughters were forced to marry Egyptians, in the absence of suitable Jewish men, then 
the Jewish people would be wiped out in time. 
 
The Pirkei d’Rabbi Eliezer assures us that, despite Paroh’s decree on the children, the 
baby boys thrown into the Nile did not perish.  Rather they were catapulted out of the 
Nile and into the Egyptian desert, where Hashem provided two stones for each one – 
one stone to nurse them with honey and the other with oil for their skin.  Later, they 
would come to be reunited with their parents. 
 

BEYOD CHAZOKO … UVIZRO’AH NETUYOH 
 
Why does the commentary on these two phrases refer to dever (pestilence) and cherev (a 
sword) respectively, the latter being an allusion to makkas bechoros?   
 
These two plagues can be singled out as having a special status as dever is the only 
makko (plague) which is referred to utilising the phrase yad Hashem (the hand of G-d) 
and makkas bechoros was the culmination of all the other preceding plagues.  However, 
other meforshim interpret dever to mean actually the first five makos and then cherev to 
represent the second five makkos. 
 

ESSER MAKKOS 
 
Why were there ten plagues, not just one miraculous event that would release Bnei 
Yisrael from their captivity?   
 
The answer is that redemption was not the only reason for the plagues.  They served 
also to impress the supremacy of Hashem on idol-worshipping Jews and on non-Jews 
alike. 
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RABBI YEHUDO 
 
Why does the Haggodoh relate the fact that Rabbi Yehudo assigned a mnemonic to the 
list of the plagues?   
 
We learn out from this that each part of the mnemonic represents an incremental, 
required level of belief in the power of Hashem.  The detzach category comes to prove 
that Hashem is the Creator of the World.  The adash category is needed because the 
Egyptians accepted that Hashem presides over the spiritually superior heavens but not 
that He has a hand in the material world, leaving it to other powers.  Thus Hashem 
proves otherwise through the nature of these three plagues.  Finally, the seventh, 
eighth and ninth plagues demonstrated that there is no other power beside Hakodosh 
Boruch Hu.  Once Paroh and all the Egyptians acknowledged the threefold message of 
the first nine plagues, then the final makko was brought to force the release of Bnei 
Yisrael.  Each of the makkos also represents divine justice through the prism of middoh 
kenegged middoh – measure for measure.  The specific nature of each makkoh correlates 
directly to a particular way in which the Egyptians afflicted us. 

 
DAYEINU 

 
What does this word really mean in this context?   
 
There is a common misconception that throughout this piyut the word dayeinu means 
that if Hashem had provided one stage but not the next “it would have sufficed for 
us”, i.e. we would have been satisfied.  Rather, the meaning is that if, for example, 
Hashem had brought us out of Egypt but not executed his judgments on the Egyptians, 
such benevolence alone would have been enough for us to be obligated to give praise 
to Hashem.  This interpretation sits much better with the following paragraph of al 
achas kammo vekammo. 
 

ASHER KIDESHONU BE’MITZVOSOV 
 
We utilise this phrase (Who has sanctified us with His commandments) in the brocho 
recited before performing many of the mitzvos of the Seder, just as it forms part of most 
other mitzvah-related brochos.  Why was the phrase coined in the plural, rather than in 
the singular as asher kideshonu be’mitzvah, which would have been perfectly acceptable 
as a reference to the mitzvah at hand?   
 
The Rebbe Reb Shmelke of Nikolsburg explains that a person making a brocho over the 
performance of a mitzvah needs first to ensure that they have the requisite measure and 
balance of yiroh (fear of Hashem) and ahavoh (love of Hashem) when standing before 
their Creator.  Added to this must be emunoh, a fundamental belief that Hashem 
supervises each and every one of us on an individual basis.  Each of these, emunoh, 
yiroh and ahavoh, is a mitzvah in its own right (derived from explicit pesukim in the 
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Torah).  Thus a person can fulfil all three of these preparatory mitzvos prior to 
embarking on the intended, specific mitzvah.  Hence, the plural from, be’mitzvosov, with 
the continuation of the brocho stating, vetzivonu – and has commanded us concerning 
the explicit mitzvah about to be performed. 
 

ECHOD MI YODE’AH 
 
Careful attention paid to the subject matter in each stanza of this song reveals that all 
are strictly Jewish in nature or application, save for one – “Who knows nine?... Nine 
are the months of pregnancy”.  Why do we deviate in this verse to something which is 
applicable to Jew and non-Jew alike?   
 
The Bostoner Rebbe ztvk’’l reminds us that there is a qualitative difference between the 
experience of the foetus of a Jewish mother and that of a non-Jewish mother, since the 
Jewish baby spends the months of pregnancy learning Torah with a malach (angel).  
Once born, life is spent trying to regain that knowledge, but the potential is 
undoubtedly there for all of us. 

 
CHAD GADYOH 

 

If asked to name one of the many piyutim (liturgical songs) traditionally sung as a 
finale to the Seder, many would instinctively choose Chad Gadyoh.  It is always sung 
with gusto and, not uncommonly, with suitable sound effects.  A full treatment of the 
various analyses of this intriguing text would fill its own booklet, but why was it 
included at the Seder’s conclusion? 
 
It is brought in the name of Rebbe Naftoli Tzvi miRopshitz that the angels observe 
from on high the tremendous divine pleasure derived by Hashem, as well as the 
spiritual radiance engendered, through our heartfelt and joyous recitation of the 
Haggodoh and our performance of so many mitzvos.  The angels’ collective inability to 
replicate these achievements of mortal man causes a flaring up of jealousy directed 
towards Bnei Yisroel on this special night.  There is a consequential fear that this may 
give rise to an ayin horo (negative influence), G-d forbid, against us.  To counteract this 
possibility, says the Ropshitzer Rebbe, the kadmomin (early Sages) penned this sublime 
piyut by way of protective incantation.  
 
 
 

בירושלים הבאה לשנה  
בירושלים הבאה לשנה  

הבנויה בירושלים הבאה לשנה  
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ממצרים יצא הוא כאלו עצמו את לראות אדם חיב ודור דור בכל  
 

In every generation a person is obligated to view himself 
as if he were personally going out of Egypt. 
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